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HAGS
Stop! I’ll just smoke it. *

POMPANO MIKE
Crank it hard, we’re already at the *
orphanage. *

EXT. BARNES HOUSE ORPHANAGE - NIGHT 39A 39A *

The limo pulls into the orphanage. *

POMPANO MIKE (O.S.) *
Oh wait. did I say that last one *
was Wet Willy? It was actually The *
Snyder Cut. *

EXT. WINTER WONDERLAND GALA - COURT HOUSE - NIGHT 40 40 *

A digital owl swoops across the building as a group of 
reindeer gallop across as well. Snowflakes fall. It looks 
like Christmas! 

A line of people wait by the velvet ropes as we land on the *
news anchor. *

NEWS ANCHOR *
I am outside Winter Wonderland set *
to open its doors soon. The mood in *
the air is a bit different this *
year as the Binge has brought out a *
slightly different class of *
people... *

A STONER kicks over a “NO BINGING” sign and chugs a can while *
smoking a blunt. Pupils completely dilated. *

NEWS ANCHOR *(CONT’D)
Sir, why did you come to Winter *
Wonderland tonight? *

STONER *
We came here to party and eat some *
ass! And we aren’t letting any *
politician tell us where we can and *
can’t Binge.   *

NEWS ANCHOR *
And there is a vaccine mandate to *
get inside, are you in compliance? *
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STONER *
I WOULD NEVER PUT THAT SHIT IN MY *
BODY!!! *

The stoner takes out a belt and needle and continues to *
pollute his insides with drugs. *

INT. WINTER WONDERLAND GALA - LIBRARY - NIGHT 41 41

Mayor Spengler looks at a NEW FAMILY PHOTO of herself, and 
Kimmi plastered on the screens. It says “VOTE FOR FAMILY!” It 
is clear all their smiles are painfully forced. *

A CRACK of a beer can is heard and the Mayor whips her head.

The FAKE SANTA they hired is sipping a beer. 

MAYOR SPENGLER
Excuse me. Excuse me. Santa doesn’t 
Binge.

Fake Santa takes another sip.

FAKE SANTA
Looks like he does!  

MAYOR SPENGLER
OUT. You’re out of here right now. 

FAKE SANTA
You want me to leave?

MAYOR SPENGLER
This ain’t Trivial Pursuit so I 
wouldn’t take a RISK!

FAKE SANTA
What?

MAYOR SPENGLER
Like the board games!

FAKE SANTA
No I get that but why are you 
saying it to me? 

The Mayor signals to the guard to shoot Santa. He once again 
shakes his head no. 

MAYOR SPENGLER
Just fucking leave, please. 
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